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One-electron versus electron–electron interaction contributions
to the spin–spin coupling mechanism in nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy: Analysis of basic electronic effects

Jürgen Gräfenstein and Dieter Cremera)

Department of Theoretical Chemistry, Go¨teborg University, Reutersgatan 2, S-41320 Go¨teborg, Sweden

~Received 29 July 2004; accepted 8 October 2004!

For the first time, the nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spin–spin coupling mechanism is
decomposed into one-electron and electron–electron interaction contributions to demonstrate that
spin-information transport between different orbitals is not exclusively an electron-exchange
phenomenon. This is done using coupled perturbed density-functional theory in conjunction with the
recently developed J-OC-PSP @5J-OC-OC-PSP: Decomposition ofJ into orbital contributions
using orbital currents andpartial spin polarization!# method. One-orbital contributions comprise
Ramsey response and self-exchange effects and the two-orbital contributions describe first-order
delocalization and steric exchange. The two-orbital effects can be characterized as external orbital,
echo, and spin transport contributions. A relationship of these electronic effects to zeroth-order
orbital theory is demonstrated and their sign and magnitude predicted using simple models and
graphical representations of first order orbitals. In the case of methane the two NMR spin–spin
coupling constants result from totally different Fermi contact coupling mechanisms.1J(C,H) is the
result of the Ramsey response and the self-exchange of the bond orbital diminished by external
first-order delocalization external one-orbital effects whereas2J(H,H) spin–spin coupling is almost
exclusively mitigated by a two-orbital steric exchange effect. From this analysis, a series of
prediction can be made how geometrical deformations, electron lone pairs, and substituent effects
lead to a change in the values of1J(C,H) and2J(H,H), respectively, for hydrocarbons. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1825993#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The indirect isotropic spin–spin coupling consta
~SSCC! J of nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spectros-
copy represents a sensitive antenna probing the electr
structure of a molecule under the impact of a perturbat
caused by the magnetic moment of the nuclei.1–13Therefore,
SSCCs are valuable parameters to describe the elect
structure of a molecule provided one is able to decode
information contained in them. In recent work, we have d
veloped the J-OC-PSP~5J-OC-OC-PSP: Decomposition o
J into orbital contributions usingorbital currents andpartial
spin polarization! method,14,15which provides the basis for
decomposition of the four Ramsey terms2 of the SSCC into
one-, two-, andn-orbital contributions. J-OC-PSP can be ap
plied to the Fermi contact~FC!,14,15spin dipole~SD!,16 para-
magnetic spin–orbit~PSO!, and the diamagnetic spin orb
~DSO! term17,18 and its results documented by spin dens
orbital current, and energy densities. This helps to und
stand which orbitals are particularly active to transport s
information between the coupling nuclei. Using localiz
molecular orbitals~LMOs! in this connection, one can stud
the contribution of the bond LMOs in dependence of at
electronegativity and bond polarizability,14 the influence of
lone pair LMOs on the coupling mechanism,14 the passive
but nevertheless important role ofp-orbitals for spin

a!Electronic mail: cremer@theoc.gu.se
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transport,15,18 the description of multiple bonding an
p-delocalization by the noncontact terms,19,20or the back-tail
interaction of bond LMOs in saturated molecules.21 Also,
general mechanistic features such as through-bond
through-space coupling,21,22 multipath,23 across-H-bond
coupling,24,25 and long range coupling19 can be efficiently
analyzed in this way.

In this work, we add a further dimension to the analy
by decomposing the spin–spin coupling mechanisms into
fects taking place at the independent-electron level and
fects directly related to the electron–electron interaction. O
investigation will be guided by the procedures originally d
signed to identify orbital polarization, delocalization, or r
pulsion. For example, PMO~perturbational molecular or
bital! theory26 showed that two-electron two-orbital effec
are always stabilizing, which is the driving force of deloca
ization, hyperconjugation, anomeric effect, etc., where
four-electron two-orbital effects are always destabilizin
which explains steric repulsion or the impossibility of gettin
a bond between two He atoms. The repertoire of electro
effects found by PMO theory and other MO approaches c
not be simply used to explain basic features of the spin–s
coupling mechanism. The latter involves not only zero
order orbitals but also first-order orbitals and, consequen
first-order densities. There is no basis to expect that what
been found for zeroth-order orbitals holds also for first-ord
orbitals.

We will analyze the one- and two-orbital contribution
7 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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utilizing LMOs and starting from coupled perturbed densi
functional theory~CP-DFT!, which we recently used to cal
culate all four Ramsey terms of the SSCC.9 By using the
first-order orbitals obtained with coupled perturbed theory
a form that helps to identify four basic contributions, we w
be able to identify individual one- and two-electron effec
and effects that are direct and those that result from a fe
back of the deformed electron density on itself so that th
have to be calculated in an iterative way to obtain a s
consistent description. Two of the four contributions are o
orbital terms and two two-orbital terms. We will demonstra
that spin-information is transported not only by exchan
interactions but also by one-electron delocalization effe
There is both similarity and dissimilarity to the electron
effects of zeroth-order theory. Finally, we will show for tw
simple examples, namely the two SSCCs of methane,
the effects identified and calculated in this work can be u
to understand the spin–spin coupling mechanism, to dec
the information contained in the SSCCs, and to use the la
to get a better insight into the electronic structure of a m
ecule.

II. THEORY OF NMR SPIN–SPIN COUPLING

For the purpose of simplifying the description, we co
sider the coupling between two nucleiA and B, whereB is
the perturbing andA the responding nucleus. As orbitals w
use Boys LMOs27 because LMOs make a simple descripti
of the spin–spin coupling mechanism possible. According
Ramsey,2 there are three different perturbing actions, whi
are described by the Ramsey operatorshX,(B) with X5FC,
SD, PSO, DSO and which~with the exception of the DSO
term! require the consideration of first-order orbitals in ad
tion to the zeroth-order ones. In the following we do n
consider a specific perturbation X since the formulas deri
are valid for X5FC, SD, PSO equally. If the molecular ele
tron system is perturbed by the Ramsey operatorh(B) at
nucleus B, the resulting first-order spin orbitalsuck

(B)& can be
expressed as a linear combination of virtual zeroth-order s
orbitals uwa

(0)& where the expansion coefficientsCak
(B) are

given by relation~1!15

Cak
~B!5

1

Fkk
~0!2ea

Fhak
~B!1~ F̃k

~B!!ak1 (
l ,lÞk

~~ F̃ l
~B!!ak

2Fkl
~0!Cal

~B!!G . ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, the Fkl
(0) are the matrix elements of the zerot

order Fock operator andea is the orbital energy of virtua
orbital uwa

(0)& where we use the symbolw rather thanc to
indicate that in the case of the virtual orbitals canoni
rather than localized spin orbitals are employed. The elem
(F̃ l

(B))ak is the first-order contribution to the Kohn–Sha
matrix element due to the first-order change in spin orb
u l &:

~ F̃ l
~B!!ak5E d3r

dFak

dc l
~0!

c l
~B!~r !. ~2!
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The contribution to the reduced SSCC becomes then15

KAB5(
ak

Cak
~B!hak

~B! . ~3!

The CP-DFT approach provides a complete description
the spin–spin coupling mechanism including a se
consistent adjustment of the exchange-correlation functio
to the magnetic perturbation. A less accurate descriptio
given by sum-over-states density-functional perturbat
theory ~SOS-DFPT!,28 which considers the exchange
correlation functional fixed in zeroth order and, according
the expansion coefficient of Eq.~1! simplify to

Cak
~B!5

1

Fkk
~0!2ea

Fhak
~B!2 (

l ,lÞk
Fkl

~0!Cal
~B!G , ~4!

i.e., in SOS-DFPT just two terms determine the spin–s
coupling mechanism where in the more complete CP-D
description four different electronic terms are responsible
the transport of spin information from perturbing to couplin
nucleus.9

In the following, we will discuss Eqs.~1! and ~4! in
more detail where we could start from a general consid
ation since Eq.~1! was derived15 for an arbitrary perturbation
~shift in the nuclear position, electric perturbation, magne
perturbation, etc.!. However, for most of these perturbation
the Coulomb effects will play a dominant role thus leading
electronic effects quite different from those experienced
spin–spin coupling. The magnetic perturbation leading
spin–spin coupling is in so far unique as a! the exchange
effects rather than Coulomb effects play the most import
role and b! both one- and two-orbital effects are operati
although there is no change in the total density distributi
Spin–spin coupling is not just a one-electron phenomeno
one could assume from the form of the Ramsey operator2,9

but involves also two-electron interactions. By taking in
account the special features of magnetic perturbations,
electronic effects contributing to the spin–spin coupli
mechanism can be understood in an elementary way, w
shortens the discussion. For these reasons, we stick to a
netic perturbation, indicate however explicitly genera
valid features of our derivation. Generally valid are, e.g.,
following considerations.

The deformation of the zeroth-order orbitals caused b
perturbation is expressed in CP-theory in terms of sin
excitations to virtual zeroth-order orbitals. The linear com
nation of these virtual orbitals will represent the first-ord
orbitals, which together with the zeroth-order orbitals gi
the deformed orbitals resulting from the perturbation. Simi
as in zeroth-order theory, the first-order orbitals must ful
certain criteria to get an optimal~stable! description of the
perturbed molecular system.

~1! The orbitals must remain orthogonal to fulfill th
Pauli exclusion principle~asymmetry of the molecular wav
function!.

~2! With the constraint~1! being obeyed, the energy ca
culated with the first-order orbitals must again adopt a m
mum to obtain the most stable electron configuration of
molecule under the impact of the perturbation.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The changes in the orbitals according to~1! and~2! gen-
erate changes in the electron density, which are typical o!
the electronic structure of the molecule and b! the acting
perturbation. Hence, one does not obtain direct informa
on the electronic structure, but must decode the electro
structure information always for the type of perturbation a
ing. This is the purpose of the present work when consid
ing the four electronic terms of Eq.~1!. We analyze them by
considering conditions~1! and ~2!, i.e., we ask in each cas
how the energy is lowered and how orthogonality of t
perturbed orbital is maintained.

As mentioned in the Introduction, we will carry out th
analysis parallel to what we know from PMO theory, whi
means in each case we will also consider the zeroth-o
analogue to obtain in this way an easier characterization
the electronic effects leading to the spin–spin coupl
mechanism.

A. One orbital contributions:
Response and self-exchange terms

In the simplest case, the transport of spin informat
between the two coupling nuclei comprises just one s
LMO, which interacts directly with both of the coupling nu
clei. Equation~1! reveals that the one-orbital contribution
comprises two parts, of which one corresponds to the di
response of the orbital to the perturbation, whereas the
ond one is equal to the feedback of the perturbed orbita
itself. We shall discuss the two terms in more detail for t
example of the1FC~C,H) coupling in CH4, where we as-
sume the magnetic perturbation at H1~perturbing nucleus!. It
should be emphasized that the results of this discussion
restricted neither to the FC term nor to the particular case
the C–H coupling in CH4. However, one has to note th
following difference between FC and SD terms on the o
hand and the PSO term on the other hand: The FC and
terms involve an opposite response ofa andb orbitals to the
perturbation, and thus a spin polarization. For the PSO t
in contrasta andb orbitals change in the same way so thaa
and b density are kept unchanged individually. The amp
tude of the orbitals remains unchanged, only their phase
ies, reflecting the induced orbital current. That is there is
spin polarization in the PSO case. We will discuss the c
sequences of this difference below.

The perturbation gives rise to a spin polarization in t
LMO s~CH1!, which is sensed by the responding nucleus
The spin polarization ofs~CH1! corresponds to an excitatio
from s~CH1! into the unoccupied orbitals* ~CH1!. We can
study this process in a simple model that comprises only
orbitalss~CH1! and thes* ~CH1!, which for brevity are de-
noted as spin orbitalsu l & and ua&, respectively. The first-
order matrix elementhal

(H1) driving the spin polarization is
given byV and the energy differenceFaa

(0)2Fll
(0) asDe. This

means that we consider the total KS matrix comprising
relevant zeroth-order contributions and a~small but finite!
first-order term. Consequently, we will obtain the perturb
~deformed! orbitals, consisting of the zeroth-order orbita
and a finite first-order contribution, whereas one in analy
Downloaded 08 Jan 2005 to 129.16.87.99. Redistribution subject to AIP
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perturbation theory would obtain the first-order orbitals
the derivatives of the perturbed orbitals with respect to
external perturbation.

If the perturbation is switched on, the orbitals respond
a way so as to reoptimize the total energy of the molecu

1. Direct Ramsey response

The interaction energy with the external perturbation
EV52CalV. It is linear in Cal and will describe a gain in
energy ifCal andV have opposite signs. The excitation fro
u l & into ua& costs the excitation energyEexc5Cal

2 De, which
is quadratic inCal . Minimizing the total energy with respec
to Cal gives

Cal52
V

De
, ~5a!

EV522
V2

De
, ~5b!

Eexc5
V2

De
, ~5c!

E52
V2

De
, ~5d!

that is, half of the gain in excitation energy has to be e
pended for the excitationu l &→ua&. The Ramsey distortion
takes place for each spin orbital independently. The two s
orbitals belonging to the same space orbital undergo oppo
deformations, which eventually lead to equal contributions
the spin–spin coupling mechanism. Equations~5! give the
energy gain for a single spin orbital. Second-order pertur
tion theory leads directly to Eq.~5d!, however a stepwise
approach to~5d! provides an insight into energy gain an
loss caused by the individual processes.

2. Self-exchange contribution

The direct response term does not contain electro
electron interaction effects caused by the external pertu
tion. The latter become manifest by the fact that the fir
order KS matrix is not constant but contains the respo
contribution F̃ (C), which depends linearly on the excitatio
coefficients. In the model introduced above, this implies t
Fal

(C) no longer is constantly equal toV but gets the form
Fal

(C)5V1WCal whereW is a constant proportionality factor
If this is taken into account in the energy minimization, Eq
~5! have to be modified in the way thatDe is replaced by an
effective excitation energyDe2W. The two-electron terms
thus change the effective excitation energies. More gener
the two-electron effects modify the orbital Hessian of t
system.

In Eq. ~1!, the self-exchange contribution appears fo
mally as the feedback of an orbital deformation on itse
Physically, this effect describes the interaction of two ele
trons, viz. the a and b electron sharing one and the sam
space orbital. The change ofDe2W in the model can be
comprehended in the following way: The opposite chan
in the a- and b spin orbitals belonging to the same unpe
turbed space orbital imply that the total electron density
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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12220 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 24, 22 December 2004 J. Gräfenstein and D. Cremer
mains unchanged. The centroids of charge of the two s
LMOs will be shifted in opposite directions. This means th
a- andb-electron are slightly separated from each other a
that their Coulomb repulsion energy slightly decreases.
resulting extra energy gain is quadratic in the excitation~if
there is no spin polarization at all, i.e.,Cal50, the orbital
energy is extremal!. As the total electron density~and thus
the total Coulomb interaction! remains constant, this minimi
zation of thea–b electron interaction is equivalent to
maximization of the self-interaction energy of the two ele
trons. This self-interaction energy appears as a part of
total exchange energy, which accounts for the notation s
exchange effect for the effect described.

The separation ofa- andb-electrons influences not onl
the self-exchange but reduces also the correlation betw
the two electrons slightly. This implies an additional cost
energy, i.e., an increase of the effectiveDe. This correlation
effect is, however, usually much smaller than the se
exchange effect. For a general perturbation, e.g., a nuc
dislocation or an electric field, the perturbation affects a
the total electron density and thus the Coulomb repuls
energy. In that case, the Coulomb effects are usually
dominating contribution of the response term.

The self-exchange mechanism takes place in essent
the same way for the SD mechanism. For the PSO me
nism, in contrast, there is no spin polarization, the only sm
change in the exchange potential arises from the indu
orbital current. Consequently, self-exchange effects are s
for the PSO term.

B. Two orbital contributions: Resonance and steric
exchange interactions

As a rule, the transport of spin information involve
more than one space orbital. In this case, all orbitals invol
have to adjust in a way that the total energy regains its m
mum ~again, the two spin orbitals belonging to the sam
space orbital will undergo opposite changes!. In distinction
to the situation considered in Sec. II A, this means that
orbital can respond not only to the magnetic perturbat
directly but also to the changes in another space orbital. C
sequently, spin information can be transferred between
coupling nuclei along a chain of orbitals. Only the first a
last orbitals in such an orbital path make anactive contribu-
tion, i.e., interact directly with one of the nuclei, whereas t
other orbitals makepassive contributions, i.e., participate in
the spin-information transport by interaction with other o
bitals only. The J-OC-PSP method15 allows to decompose
the total SSCC into contributions from individual orbit
paths at various levels of detail. In previous J-OC-PSP in-
vestigations, it was tacitly assumed that the transpor
dominated by electron–electron interaction. However, as
mentioned in Ref. 15 and is shown in Eqs.~1! and~4!, inter-
actions between different responding orbitals are poss
without any electron–electron repulsion involved. For t
moment, we will call this effectresonance interaction~as
introduced in Ref. 15! although we will later see that thi
term is too general and should be further specified. If one
~i! explain the nature of thisresonance interactionand ~ii !
determine it quantitatively, this would allow addition
Downloaded 08 Jan 2005 to 129.16.87.99. Redistribution subject to AIP
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insight in the spin–spin coupling mechanism an
consequently, the electronic structure of the molecu
investigated.

1. Resonance interaction

At a first glance, it is surprising that transfer of sp
information between two electrons can occur even
electron–electron interactions are neglected. The ultim
reason for this is the Pauli principle: The energy minimiz
tion of, e.g., orbitaluk& is constrained by the requirement th
uk& has to be orthogonal to all other occupied orbitalsu l &. If
u l & responds to a perturbation then the constraints impo
on uk& will change, and the energy of orbitaluk& can possibly
be decreased by an appropriate deformation ofuk&.

We study the resonance interaction in more detail fo
simple model system, which we derive with the2FC~H,H)
coupling in CH4 in mind. This coupling is dominated by th
spin polarization of the twos~CH! orbitals in the bond path
i.e., the most important occupied orbitals ares~CH1! and
s~CH2!, denoted byu l & and uk&, and the corresponding un
occupied orbitalss* ~CH1! ands* ~CH2! denoted byua& and
ub& ~Fig. 1!. The perturbing spin is assumed at atom H1.
dominating direct effect is to polarize spin-LMOs~CH1!,
i.e., to initiate an excitationu l &→ua&, which yields the de-
formed orbitalu l &1cua& and the corresponding antibondin
orbital ua&2cu l &, wherec is the mixing coefficient.

For simplicity we assume that the only nonzero mat
element of the perturbing operator ishal

(H1)5V. The orbital
s~CH2! can respond to the magnetic perturbation by a de
calization s~CH2!→s* ~CH1!. This leads to a change in
s~CH2!, which may invoke follow-up effects such as a p
larizations~CH2!→s* ~CH2!. The crucial effect is howeve
the delocalization. Therefore, we exclude the virtual spin
bital ub& from our model and are left with the two degenera
occupied spin orbitals, whose KS matrix elementsFkk

(0)

5Fll
(0) are set to zero. The Fock matrix elementFaa

(0) of the
virtual orbital ua& is given asDe, where theD refers to the
energy difference betweenk, l andua&. The nondiagonal KS
matrix element between the two occupied orbitalsFkl

(0) will
be denotedt in the following. We define the twos~CH!
orbitals with the same phase, which impliest,0.

If t were zero, the perturbation would simply cause
polarization ofs~CH1!, Cak50, and the result from Eq.~5!
would apply. What we want to understand now is why f
tÞ0 it is energetically favorable that orbitaluk& responds to
the perturbationV even though orbitaluk& is passive and no
affected byV directly. As in Sec. II A, we have to determin
the changes in the orbitals up to second order to obtain
individual contributions to the total energy change.

The perturbed orbitals are not determined unambi
ously but only up to mutual orbital rotations. To avoid an
problems resulting from this ambiguity, we use the on
particle density matrixg rather than the perturbed orbitals.
the coefficientsCal and Cak are given, the orthonormality
requirements determine the matrixg completely. To second
order in theCal andCak , one finds
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Comparison of zeroth-order and first-order d
localization. A model with two fragments~two occupied
and two virtual spin LMOs! is considered. In zeroth
order the union of the two fragments~steric perturba-
tion! leads to delocalization of the bonding spin LMO
ck into the antibonding spin orbitalwa , which implies
an energy gain proportional to coefficientCal stopped
at some point by the fact that orbital energy ofwa is
higher than that ofck ~see box on the left side!. In the
first order case, the magnetic perturbation leads to
deformation of spin-LMOc l ~step 1!. The deformed
orbital is then prone to accept electron density fromck ,
i.e., a similar delocalization process~with energy gain
and energy loss, see box on the right side! as in zeroth-
order occurs, only that now a deformed LMO is in
volved. Note that the changes in the orbital energ
caused by the magnetic perturbation are actually tin
12C2 C C C

gy

t V 2

or-
gpq5F ak ak al ak

CakCal 12Cal
2 Cal

Cak Cal Cak
2 1Cal

2
G . ~6!

The perturbed KS matrix has the form

Fpq5F 0 t 0

t 0 V

0 V De
G , ~7!

and the energy of the system is

~8!

with the matrix elementsgpq as given in Eq.~6!. Again, this
energy is for one spin direction only. Minimizing the ener
from Eq. ~8! gives
Downloaded 08 Jan 2005 to 129.16.87.99. Redistribution subject to AIP
gkl52
~12t2!2 S De D , ~9a!

gal52
1

12t2

V

De
52

V

De
2

t2

12t2

V

De
, ~9b!

gak52
t

12t2

V

De
, ~9c!

gaa5
11t2

~12t2!2 S V

De D 2

5S V

De D 2

1
t2~32t2!

~12t2!2 S V

De D 2

.

~9d!

Here we have introduced the parametert5t/De, which re-
flects the relative strength of the interaction between the
bitals. In each term, we have separated the value fort50 ~if
present! and the extra contribution arising fort being non-
zero.

The corresponding energy contributions are
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Ekl52
2t2

~12t2!2

V2

De
, ~10a!

Eal52
2

12t2

V2

De
522

V2

De
2

2t2

12t2

V2

De
, ~10b!

Eaa5
11t2

~12t2!2

V2

De
5

V2

De
1

t2~32t2!

~12t2!2

V2

De
, ~10c!

leading to

E52
1

12t2

V2

De
52

V2

De
2

t2

12t2

V2

De
. ~11!

Equation~11! indicates that the coupling betweenuk& andu l &
decreases the total energy. From Eqs.~10a! and ~10b! it be-
comes evident that this decrease results from the chang
the matrix elementsgal andgkl . Inspection of Eq.~9! shows
thatgkl is of ordert whereas the change ingal is of ordert2.
This indicates that thek↔ l coupling in first instance cause
a change ingkl , i.e., auk&→u l & delocalization, which is en-
ergetically favorable because oft,0. This change feeds the
back into orbitalu l & and increases theu l &→uk& excitation,
which is favorable because ofV. In detail, the scenario of the
resonance interaction is as follows~see Fig. 1!:

~1! The perturbationV causes au l &→ua& excitation accord-
ing to Eq.~11!. The occupied orbitalu l & is changed into
u l 8&5u l &1cua&, the virtual orbital ua& into ua8&5ua&
2cu l & with a small coefficientc. ~Note that this process
does not affect the orthonormality of the orbitals.!

~2! The matrix element ofF (0) betweenua8& anduk& is non-
zero. This drives a delocalization of the electron in
bital uk& into the new virtual orbitalua8&;

~3! This, in turn, modifiesuk& and ub&, and the matrix ele-
ment betweenu l 8& and the modified virtual orbitalub8&
becomes nonzero, which results in a delocalizationu l 8&
→ub8&. ~This process is not shown in Fig. 1!.

Actually, steps 2 and 3 proceed not one by one bu
form of a mutual feedback.

It should be noticed that the perturbationV is rather
small. It is in the order ofa2k a.u., wherea51/137.04 is
Sommerfeld’s fine structure constant andk51/1816 is the
ratio of electron and proton mass, henceV'1027 a.u. The
shifts in the orbital energies are negligible compared to
energy differenceDe, i.e., we can considerDe as constant.

Eventually, the energy gain initiating the response of
bital uk& is the delocalizationuk&→u l & that is contained in the
delocalizationuk&→ua8& in step 2. Equation~9a! shows that
this effect is of second order in the one-particle density m
trix, and its impact on the total energy is measured by a p
of the zero-order KS matrix, viz.t. In conventional perturba
tion theory, a second-order effect would not be conside
and the corresponding energy gain would be absorbed by
term CalV. The energy cost limiting the interaction is th
population ofua8& by excitation from theuk& orbital ~step 2!.

The feedback between steps 2 and 3 shows that the r
nance interaction gives rise to different kinds of effects:
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~a! Orbital uk& reacts to the perturbation even though the
is no direct interaction with the perturbationV. This
effect is essential for the spin transport along chains
two or more orbitals;

~b! orbital u l & reacts not only to the perturbationV. In
addition, there is a ‘‘recoil’’ from orbitaluk& to orbital
u l &. One finds that thisecho effect15 enhances the re
sponse of orbitalu l & to the external perturbation.

In general, both orbitalsuk& andu l & couple directly to the
perturbing nucleus. For the purpose of modeling this ca
we modify the model in Fig. 1 in the way that the perturbin
nucleus is the central C atom. In this case, the domina
unoccupied orbital is no longer ofs* ~CH1! character but an
a1-symmetrical orbital that may be formed from both from
3s(C1) ~Rydberg! orbital and a symmetric combination o
the fours* ~CH! orbitals. The perturbing matrix elements a
hal

(C) and hak
(C) , which we will denote asV and V8, respec-

tively. Although V85V, we keep different notations to dis
tinguish between the effects ofV andV8. Equations~9b! and
~9c! get then the form

gal52
V

De
2

t2

12t2

V

De
2

t

12t2

V8

De
, ~12!

where the expression forgak is found by interchangingV
andV8. Again, gal contains the direct impact of the pertu
bation V and the echo contributionV @see ~b! above#. In
addition, there is a term proportional toV8. This term, which
is analogous to the term containinggak in Eq. ~9c!, describes
processes where the perturbation acts on orbitalu l &, which in
turn acts onuk&. This kind of contribution will be called
external orbital contribution: An external orbital~i.e., an or-
bital that is not in the bond path between the two nucl!
passes spin information from the perturbing nucleus to
orbital in the bond path.~We note in this connection that th
external one-orbital contributions, e.g., those ofs~CH2!,
s~CH3!, ands~CH4! in methane, in addition, pass spin in
formation directly to the responding nucleus.! Hence, we can
distinguish between three resonance contributions:~a! a spin-
transport resonance effect involving an active orbitall and a
passive orbitalk; ~b! an echo resonance effect again invol
ing an active orbitall and a passive orbitalk; ~c! an external
orbital resonance effect involving an active orbitall and an-
other active orbitalk.

The resonance interaction is closely connected to
Pauli principle, which is relevant only for electrons wit
equal spin. Therefore, resonance interaction takes place
tween electrons with equal spin in different space orbital

The resonance interaction shows analogies to zer
order delocalization processes. This is demonstrated in
left part of Fig. 1: Describing, for example, a conjugatedp
system such as 1,3-butadiene by the interaction of
ethene units, the Fock matrix element between thep1 (p2)
orbital and thep2* (p1* ) orbital of the second~first! ethene
unit is negative, i.e., a delocalizationp1→p2* (p2→p1* )
provides an energy gain, which is linear in the amplitude
the delocalization. However, as thep* orbitals are higher in
energy than thep orbitals, there is an energy cost propo
tional to the square of the amplitude, which limits the deg
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of delocalization to a finite value. In the model system co
sidered, the situation is similar as soon as the perturbatioV
has caused an excitationu l &→ua&. Then, the virtual orbital is
a superposition ofu l & andua&. That is, an excitation fromuk&
into this new virtual orbital gives both an energy gain due
t,0 and an energy loss because ofDe.0. Again, the gain
and the loss are linear and quadratic in the delocaliza
amplitude, respectively.

The comparison reveals that the resonance effect co
sponds to a delocalization effect in zeroth order involvi
now a deformed orbital, i.e., it is better to speak of afirst-
order delocalization effectrather than a resonance effec
which is normally associated with a superposition of st
functions rather than orbitals~although the term resonance
often used in a more general way!.

2. Calculation of the first-order delocalization effect

Actually, it will be impossible to separate the direct r
sponse of the orbitals to the external potential~caused, e.g.
by a magnetic perturbation! from first order delocalization
~resonance effect! if canonical molecular orbitals~CMOs!
are used. CMOs are special in so far as their orbital energ
stationary with regard to any small deformation of an in
vidual orbital. Consequently, their deformation under the i
pact of an external potential leads right away to an adju
ment of their delocalization tails. This also implies that f
CMOs small changes of one orbital have no impact on
orthogonality constraints of the other CMOs. Instead,
consequences of the Pauli principle are integrated in
forms of the orbitals: The CMOs are delocalized and t
implies that there is no need for a mutually dependent
optimization.

In the case of LMOs, stationary character is given o
for the whole set of occupied orbitals. Therefore, any cha
in an occupied LMO because of an external perturbation
quires also first-order delocalization effects in the set of
cupied LMOs and provides the possibility to separate dir
response and first-order delocalization. This is one of
advantages of using LMOs. CMOs can be considered as
bitals that artificially enclose the first-order delocalizati
interaction into the one-orbital response terms.

3. Steric exchange interaction

Contrary to the one-electron two-orbital delocalizati
effect ~note that spin orbitals are considered!, the steric ex-
change effect is a genuine two-electron two-orbital proc
that is driven by the exchange interaction between the e
trons. This interaction is reflected by the fact that the fir
order KS matrix elements contain not only the bare per
bation h(H1) but in addition a response partF̃ that depends
on the first-order orbitals.

Using the same model as for the discussion of the fi
order delocalization interaction, the steric exchange proce
then in the following steps~see Fig. 2; H1 perturbing
nucleus!:

1. The perturbation causes a spin polarization in
bond CH1, i.e., an excitationu l &→ua&. The orbitalsu l & and
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ua& are transformed intou l &1cua& and ua&2cu l &, respec-
tively. ~Again, this polarization does not affect the orthog
nality of the orbitals.!

2. The induced spin polarization leads to an extra te
F̃ (H1) in the exchange potential. This potential isa-attractive
and b-repulsive in regions witha surplus spin density and
vice versa in regions withb surplus spin density. Dependin
on the shape and mutual position of the orbitals,F̃ (H1) may
have nonvanishing matrix elements for all pairs of occup
and unoccupied orbitals. The matrix elementsal andbl give
rise to an additional polarization and delocalization of orbi
u l & ~see above!. The matrix elementsak andbk drive delo-
calization and polarization effects of orbitaluk&, and the or-
bital uk& can mix with bothua& and ub&. This process is the
central part of the steric exchange interaction. The situa
is slightly different from that for the first-order delocalizatio
interaction: In the latter case, the delocalizationuk&→ua8&
was the essential response to the deformation ofu l &, whereas
for the steric-exchange interaction it depends on the ma
elements ofF̃ (H1), i.e., eventually on the shape and mutu
arrangement of the occupied and unoccupied orbitals
volved whether polarization or delocalization~or both! domi-
nate the response of orbitaluk&. The energy gain for the
steric exchange interaction arises from an optimization of
equal-spin overlap between orbitalsuk& and u l &, which is
favorable to maximize the exchange energy. The cost in
ergy is again given by the population of the unoccupied
bitals.

3. The response of orbitaluk&, too, generates an add
tional exchange potential, which gives rise to further
sponses in orbitalsuk& and u l &.

Analogously as for the resonance interaction, proces
2. and 3. proceed in mutual feedback until the energetic
optimal state is reached.

The steric exchange interaction attempts to maximize
spin polarization in the system: A surplus ofa density at-
tracts additionala density from other orbitals and vice vers
The same is true for the self-exchange interaction, as
shown in Sec. II A. Both effects together maximize the se
ration of a and b electrons in the molecule and minimiz
thus their mutual repulsion. That is, the steric exchange
teraction is driven by electrons with opposite spin that res
in different space orbitals. They should thus be seen no
two individual physical processes but as two aspects of
and the same process. This is in line with the facts that s
interaction energy and Fermi exchange in a molecule
described on an equal footing and that their separation is
unambiguous but depends on the choice of orbitals~see Refs.
29 and 30!. Consequently, the separation of the total e
change interaction into self-exchange and steric excha
contributions also depends on the choice of orbitals wher
their sum is invariant in this respect. A natural choice is
use LMOs to maximize the self-exchange part.29,30 In this
way, LMOs are more suitable to separate the two effects t
CMOs.

Similarly as the self-exchange interaction, the ster
exchange interaction is small for the PSO term.

A counterpart of the steric exchange interaction in cl
sical chemistry is the steric repulsion occurring as two fra
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Comparison of zeroth-order steric repulsion a
first-order steric exchange interaction. A model wi
two fragments ~two occupied and two virtual spin
LMOs! is considered. In zeroth order the union of th
two fragments~steric perturbation, step 1! leads to an
energy loss due steric repulsion, which in the seco
step is slightly compensated by orbital polarization a
restoring of the orthogonality of the orbitals. In th
first-order case, there is again a deformation of sp
LMO c l due to the magnetic perturbation~step 1!.
Spin-LMO ck , can interact then with its own antibond
ing orbital ~polarization! or the deformed antibonding
of c l ~delocalization!, which leads in any case to a
energy gain. Note that the changes in the orbital en
gies caused by the magnetic perturbation are actu
tiny.
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ments~atoms or molecules! approach each other. The situ
tion is shown in the left part of Fig. 2: For the fragmen
being separated, the occupied orbitals do not overlap and
thus orthogonal. Also, the Coulomb interaction between
fragments is small as attractive and repulsive contributi
compensate each other.

For decreasing distance between the fragments~steric
perturbation!, two changes take place in the system that i
ply a cost in energy and thus counteract the mutual appro

1. The two LMOs get mutual orthogonalization tails
obey the Pauli principle, i.e., the new LMOsuk8&5uk&
2cu l & andu l 8&5u l &2cuk& are formed. The orthogonalizatio
tails make the fragment LMOs partly antibonding, and th
kinetic energy is higher than that of the original orbitals.

2. Both repolarizationsuk&→ub&, u l &→ua& and delocal-
izations uk&→ua&, u l &→ub& may decrease the overlap b
tween the deformed orbitalsuk8& andu l 8& and thus counterac
the increase in kinetic energy. The energy gain through th
excitations is linear in the amplitudes, the cost~due to the
population of the virtual orbitals! quadratic.
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There are important differences between the ste
exchange interaction occurring in spin–spin coupling and
steric repulsion. The main reason is that the steric repuls
is driven by the overlap between equal-spin occupied LM
and does not depend on the electron–electron repulsion
deed, both the mutual orthogonalization in step 1 and
excitations in step 2 will affect both the total Coulomb a
the exchange interaction, but none of the two steps is dri
by these two-electron energy contributions. The steric
change interaction in the spin–spin coupling, in contrast
caused by a reoptimization of the electron–electron inter
tion energy.

C. Calculation of the spin–spin coupling terms

The J-OC-PSP method14,15 makes it possible to analyz
the spin–spin coupling mechanism by decomposing the t
SSCC into contributions from individual orbitals and orbit
paths. A further extension of J-OC-PSP is provided by split-
ting the orbital contributions into their one-electron~i.e., di-
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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rect Ramsey response and first order delocalization! and
electron–electron interaction~i.e., self-exchange and steric
exchange! parts.

Equation~1! formally provides a separation of the tot
SSCC into the four different contributions. However, a dire
use of Eq.~1! by calculating, e.g., the first-order delocaliz
tion interaction directly from the last term in~1! is not pos-
sible: This term contains the expansion coefficientsCal

(B) ,
which in CP-DFT are calculated with self-exchange a
steric exchange interactions included and thus a mixing
the various parts occurs. The different mechanisms can
separated if the SSCC calculation are carried out once a
CP-DFT level and once at the SOS-DFPT level. SOS-DF
calculations consume little CPU time, so they mean no
evant extra cost. The equation for the SOS-DFPT orbital
pansion coefficients is given in Eq.~4! in implicit form. An
equivalent explicit expression is

Cak
SOS5 (

k8,a8
~H0

21!ak,a8k8ha8k8
~B! , ~13!

where H0 is the zeroth-order Hessian matrix

~H0!ak,a8k85~eadkk82Fkk8
~0!

!daa8 . ~14!

For canonical virtual orbitals, the inversion of H0 can be
easily performed by diagonalizing H0 in the indicesk, l sepa-
rately for each value ofua&.

In a J-OC-PSP analysis, sets oforbital-selected calcula-
tions are done for a given SSCC, where selected sets
orbitals are partly or fully excluded from the spin-transf
mechanism.15 The contribution of a given orbital or a grou
of orbitals is then found as the difference of the SSCC fo
calculation where this orbital~group! is incorporated and a
second calculation where it is not. By combining select
orbital calculations appropriately, individual orbital contrib
tions can be isolated in a specific form, as is shown in de
in Ref. 15. The separation can be done at two basic leve
J-OC-PSP theory:14,15 At J-OC-PSP1,14 the orbitals to be
excluded are set passive, i.e., their interaction with the p
turbation operatorsh(A), h(B) is set to zero, whereas the
interaction with other orbitals is retained. J-OC-PSP1 pro-
vides a decomposition of the total SSCC with respect to
active orbital contributions, i.e., with respect to the first a
last orbitals in each orbital path. A complete analysis of
dividual orbital paths, including the passive orbitals in t
interior of the path, is given by the J-OC-PSP2 approach,15

where the eliminated orbitals are frozen~their interaction
both with theh(A), h(B) and with the other orbitals is sup
pressed!.

The decomposition of each J-OC-PSP orbital contribu-
tion into the four one-electron and electron interaction pa
can then be done in the following way:

~1! All selected-orbital calculations for the J-OC-PSP analy-
sis are done both with SOS-DFPT and with CP-DFT;

~2! the J-OC-PSP orbital contributions are determined bo
for the CP-DFT and the SOS-DFPT results;

~3! the J-OC-PSP terms obtained at the SOS-DFPT level
the one-electron contributions. The difference of a J-OC-
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PSP term for CP-DFT and its SOS-DFPT counterp
provides the electron-interaction part of the compone

The only remaining question is how to perform the orbi
selected SSCC calculations. For J-OC-PSP1, this is accom
plished by replacingh(A), h(B) by the orbital-selected opera
tors

hak
~N!,sel5 (

a8k8
~daa8dkk82Pak,a8k8

sel
!ha8k8

~N!
~N5A,B!,

~15a!

Pak,a8k8
sel

5H 1 for a5a8,k5k8,k passive

0 otherwise
. ~15b!

For J-OC-PSP2,h(A) andh(B) are replaced in the same wa
where the projection operatorP from Eq. ~15b! accounts for
all orbitals that should be frozen. In addition, one has
suppress the interactions between the frozen and the rem
ing orbitals by the following modification of the Hessian:

~H0
sel!ak,a8k85 (

a9k9
(

a-k-
Pak,a9k9

sel
~H0!a9k9,a-k-Pa-k-,a8k8

sel .

~16!

Technically, this implies that all elementsFkl
(0) that contain

one or two frozen orbitals are set to zero.
We will illustrate the J-OC-PSP decomposition for the

1FC~C,H1) coupling term in CH4, where we assume that C
is the perturbing nucleus. The SSCC contribution of LM
s~CH1! is determined from a calculation wheres~CH1! is
kept active whereas all others~CH! orbitals are kept frozen
~the 1s orbital is kept active in all calculations!:

Kdir,@s~CH1!#5KSOS@a,f,f,f], ~17a!

Kself-X,@s~CH1!#5KCP@a,f,f,f]2KSOS@a,f,f,f]. ~17b!

Here, the superscripts dir and self-X stand for direct Ram
distortion and self-exchange interaction, respectively.
two- or more-orbital contributions, one has analogously
decomposition into first-order delocalization and ster
exchange terms, which will be denoted with the indices
loc and steric, respectively. The notation@a,f,f,f# denotes the
active ~a! LMO s~CH1! and the frozen~f! LMOs s~CH2!,
s~CH3!, s~CH4!. Analogously, the contribution from each o
the externals~CH! orbitals is

K @s~CH2!#5K@ f,a,f,f#. ~18!

Here and in the following, we suppress the decomposit
into ~dir! and~self-X! or ~deloc! and~steric! contributions for
the sake of brevity. If we start from the orbital selection
Eq. ~17! and additionally set LMOs~CH2! passive, the re-
sulting SSCC contains the one-orbital contribution fro
s~CH1! and the echo effect froms~CH2! on s~CH1!. Hence,
the echo contribution froms~CH2! on s~CH1! can be deter-
mined as

K @s~CH1!↔s~CH2!#5K@a,p,f,f#2K@a,f,f,f#. ~19!

This example shows that it may be meaningful to comb
features from J-OC-PSP1 and J-OC-PSP2 and to perform
calculations where some orbitals are passive while others
kept frozen.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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If s~CH2! is active rather than passive, we will get tw
additional contributions compared to Eq.~19!: First, the ex-
ternal orbital contributions~CH2!→s~CH1!; second, the
one-orbital contribution froms~CH2!. The external orbital
contribution from the paths~CH2!→s~CH1! is, therefore,

K @s~CH1!←s~CH2!#5K@a,a,f,f#2K@a,p,f,f#2K@ f,a,f,f#.
~20!

There are more higher-order contributions, for instance,
interaction betweens~CH2! and s~CH3! may influence the
echo and external-bond contributions of these orbitals
s~CH1!, etc. However, these contributions are small.

The SSCCs are linear in the expansion coefficients of
first-order orbitals. This means that one can decompose
coefficientsCal in the same way as the SSCCsK, e.g., in
analogy to Eq.~17!

Ca,@s~CH1!#
dir 5Ca,s~CH1!

SOS @a,f,f,f], ~21a!

Ca,@s~CH1!#
self-X 5Ca,s~CH1!

CP @a,f,f,f]2Ca,s~CH1!
SOS @a,f,f,f]. ~21b!

Accordingly, one can decompose the changes of the orb
into contributions from the different one- and two-electr
mechanisms. We note that the subscript@s~CH1!# at the left
hand side of Eqs.~21a! and ~21b! serves two purposes: I
specifies both the LMO to which the expansion coefficie
refers, i.e.,s~CH1!, and the contribution in question, i.e., th
one-orbital contribution. Analogously, the notatio
@s~CH1!←s~CH2!# denotes the external orbital contributio
from s~CH2! to s~CH1! etc.

In previous publications,14–19we have demonstrated tha
a graphical representation of the first-order orbitals as we
the corresponding first-order densities is of great help to
relationships between spin–spin coupling and features of
electronic structure. The J-OC-PSP contributions toCal can
thus be used not only to calculate the corresponding co
butions to the SSCC but also to graphically represent
effect of the individual nucleus-electron and electro
electron interaction effects on both the first-order orbitals a
the first-order densities. In the present paper, this is done
the first time, which proves particularly useful to compr
hend the mechanism of the first order delocalization inter
tion. For that purpose, the first-order orbitals are determi
from Eq. ~21! according to

w@s~CH1!#
dir ~r !5(

a
Ca,@s~CH1!#

dir wa
~0!~r !. ~22!

We give this equation exemplary for one particular contrib
tion, the generalization to other contributions and orbitals
straightforward. The contribution of this orbital to the firs
order spin density is then obtained as

m@s~CH1!#
dir ~r !54w@s~CH1!#

dir ~r !ws~CH1!
~0! ~r !. ~23!

We calculated the SSCC and its J-OC-PSP components
for CH4 at the B3LYP31–33 level of theory, using the
(11s,7p,2s/6s,2p)/@7s,6p,2d/4s,2p# basis set.34,35 The ge-
ometry of the molecule was optimized at th
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level.36 For the calculation of the SS
CCs with CP-DFT and SOS-DFPT, the algorithm describ
by us previously9 was used. Boys’ LMOs were calculated
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described in Ref. 14. The FC spin density distributions,
roth order, and first order LMOs will be shown in form o
contour line diagrams, where the contour levels are given
a geometric progression with the ratio of 1001/5 between two
subsequent contours. All calculations as well as the graph
representation of the results were done with the progr
packageCOLOGNE 04.37

III. A SIMPLE APPLICATION EXAMPLE:
SPIN–SPIN COUPLING IN METHANE

There are two SSCC is methane, the one-bond SS
1J(13C,1H)51J(C,H) and the two-bond SSCC2J(1H,1H)
52J(H,H), which have values of 12538 and212.4 Hz.39 The
calculations carried out in this work lead to 124.3 and211.1
Hz in good agreement with experiment where one has
consider vibrational corrections of 5.0 and20.7 Hz.40 The
quantum chemical description chosen should provide rea
able Ramsey terms and orbital contributions thus provid
the basis for a meaningful decomposition of the SSCC.
both cases the FC term~122.8 and211.6 Hz! dominates the
other Ramsey contributions and, therefore, we can focus
the FC term in the analysis~although the derivation pre
sented in Sec. II is applicable to all Ramsey terms!. It has to
be noted that the SOS-DFPT description of the SSCCs
methane yields 70.1 and20.2 Hz which underlines the ne
cessity of including a self-consistent adjustment of the p
turbed orbitals to the changes in the exchange potential.

A. The one-bond SSCC 1J „C,H…

The perturbing nucleus is C and H1 is the respond
nucleus both indicated in Fig. 3 by black balls. Figure
gives a summary of the calculations performed~CP-DFT and
SOS-DFPT calculations 1a to 1e! and the J-OC-PSP results
obtained~results in the framed box!. For the purpose of iden
tifying the active bond LMO considered the correspondi
CH bond is given as a bold line. Similarly, passive LMOs a
denoted by normal lines whereas frozen LMOs are given
dashed lines. For each orbital, the direct contribution~Ram-
sey response, first order delocalization contribution! and the
self-consistent contribution~self-exchange, steric exchang!
is given.

The FC term of the one-bond SSCC1J(C,H) is domi-
nated by the contribution of the bond LMO. The Rams
response term is 94 Hz, which is enhanced by the one-orb
self-exchange part by another 70 Hz~Fig. 3!. All other or-
bital contributions involve the external CH bond LMOs an
lead to a reduction of the Ramsey distortion term from 164
123 Hz ~by 25%!. Six external contributions are significan
Each external orbital is distorted by the magnetic pertur
tion and can transfer spin information from perturbing
responding nucleus via its tail. This leads to a Ramsey
sponse of 3324.075212.2 Hz enhanced by a self-exchan
contribution of 3321.05523.2 Hz totalling215.3 Hz.

There are also negative two-orbital contributions invo
ing the external orbitals where the larger ones are all ne
tive. Most important is the two-orbital first-order delocaliz
tion interaction of totally219.6 Hz complemented by a
steric exchange term of24.7 Hz. Why is the majority of the
contributions involving an external orbital negative? This
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. J-OC-PSP decomposition of the SSCC1J(C,H) of methane. Outside the box the results of the SOS-DFPT and CP-DFT calculations needed are
Inside the box, the most important basic contributions to the SSCC are listed. All values in Hz.
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explained in Figs. 4–6, which give the zeroth-order bo
LMOs s~CH1! and s~CH2! ~Fig. 4!, the first-order orbital
s~CH1! parts corresponding to one of the four electronic
coupling effects~Fig. 5!, and finally the equivalent FC spi
density distributions~Fig. 6!.

In each case, the perturbing nucleus is assumed to
sessa spin, which implies that due to Fermi coupling th
surrounding spin density is negative~preference ofb spin!.
This holds for the total FC spin density and most of t
partial FC spin densities where in the latter case the s
density close to the perturbing nucleus is not necessarily
ways negative. Independent of this the FC spin density at
responding nucleus always defines the sign of the co
sponding FC contribution~a surplus: positive;b surplus:
negative!.

FIG. 4. Contour line diagrams of the methane LMOss~CH1! ~a! and
s~CH2! ~b! shown in the plane of the three nuclei C, H1, and H2. T
contour lines are chosen in geometric progression with a factor of 101/5

between neighboring lines. Solid lines indicate positive amplitudes, da
lines negative amplitudes, dotted lines the zero contour. The contour le
0.1 and 10 are marked by bold contour lines. In Fig.~b!, the nuclear posi-
tions are given just by crosses.
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The partial FC spin densities reveal that the~internal!
one-orbital terms are positive@Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!#, the ex-
ternal one-orbital terms~not shown! negative, and the exter
nal two orbital terms@with the exception of the echo delo
calization term, Fig. 6~c!# negative@Figs. 6~d!–6~f!#. Since
the sign of the FC spin density at the responding nucl
~here H1! is given by the product of the signs of zerot
@positive, Fig. 4~a!# and first-orders~CH1! LMO amplitude,
the analysis of the FC spin densities can be carried out w
the help of the first-order orbital contributions~Fig. 5!. The
first order orbital contributions, which are just under the im
pact of the perturbing nucleus C1, must poss
a1-symmetry. These are the first-order orbital contributi
resulting from the direct Ramsey response@Fig. 5~a!#, the
echo delocalization contribution@Fig. 5~c!#, and the two ac-
tive orbital first-order delocalization contribution@Fig. 5~e!#.

The first-order orbital contribution of the self-exchan
part @Fig. 1~b!# seems also to possessa1 symmetry, however,
closer inspection reveals a slight asymmetry, which is sim
a result of the self-interaction of thes~CH1! orbital. The FC
spin density ofs~CH1! @see Fig. 6~a!# acts on the first-order
orbital shown in Fig. 5~a! to give the first-order orbital of
Fig. 5~b!. Since the FC spin density ofs~CH1! is very large
at C ~not shown! thus enhancing the perturbation potential
C, the self-exchange first-order orbital keeps
a1-symmetrical form close to the C nucleus and chan
only farther away.

The form of the first-order orbitals of Fig. 5 can be d
rived using the formulas of Sec. II. The first and the seco
term in Eq. ~9b! correspond to the orbital contribution
shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively, whereas Eq.~9c!
relates to the external orbital delocalization effect@Fig. 5~e!#.

ed
ls
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As revealed by Eqs.~9!, the direct response does not depe
on the interaction element (t5t/De), the external orbital
delocalization effect depends on2t, and the echo delocal
ization effect ont2 ~where one should consider thatt is a
qualitative measure for the overlap betweenuk& and u l &).
There are two possible virtual orbitals ofa1 symmetry,
which have to be considered: The all antibonding 3a1 orbital
with nodal surfaces close to the H nuclei and the Rydbergs
orbital with the first nodal sphere close to the C nucle
These two virtual orbital determine the general shape of
first order orbitals in Figs. 5~a!, 5~c!, and 5~e!. For example,
close to the nucleus the 3s contribution is visible. A stron
dependence on the interaction elementt5t/De increases the
weight of the lower lying 3a1 virtual orbital and the noda
surfaces are shifted closer to the H nuclei, which in tu
reduces the corresponding contribution. In this way, Fig
reveals why the resulting FC contributions decrease fr
Fig. 5~a! ~94.4! to Fig. 5~e! ~219.6! and Fig. 5~c! ~1.7 Hz,
Fig. 3!. Equation~9d! shows also that the external orbit
delocalization effect depends on2t with t,0 so that the
corresponding first orbital part experiences a sign invers

FIG. 5. Contour line diagrams of the first-order orbitals needed for
analysis of the SSCC1J(C,H) of methane shown in the plane of the thr
nuclei C, H1, and H2@indicated by crosses, compare with Fig. 4~a!#. The
perturbed nucleus is C~a spin assumed!. The contour lines are chosen i
geometric progression with a factor of 1001/5 between neighboring lines
Solid lines indicate positive amplitudes, dashed lines negative amplitu
dotted lines the zero contour. The contour levels 0.1 and 10 are marke
bold contour lines.~a! w@s(CH1)#

dir (r ) ~b! w@s(CH1)#
self-X (r ) ~c! w@s(CH1)←s(CH2)#

deloc (r ),
scaled by a factor of 10.~d! w@s(CH1)←s(CH2)#

steric (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.
~e! w@s(CH1)↔s(CH2)#

deloc (r ) ~f! w@s(CH1)↔s(CH2)#
steric (r ).
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thus leading to a negative FC contribution of219.6 Hz.
If the perturbeds~CH2! orbital acts ons~CH1! @Figs.

5~d! and 5~f!# there is no longer any symmetry. Decisive f
the magnitude of the FC partial contribution is how close
nodal plane of the corresponding first-order orbital is shif
toward the responding nucleus~the closer, the smaller the
magnitude of the contribution!.

B. The two-bond SSCC 2J „H,H…

In Fig. 7, the results of the decomposition of SSC
2J(H1,H2) ~perturbation at H1! are summarized. There i
only one important contribution, which is the two-orbita
two-electron steric exchange interaction of210.5 Hz. This
term will change just by20.7 Hz if the sum of all other
~partly positive, partly negative! contributions ~Fig. 7! is
added.

In Fig. 8, the first-order orbitals relating to the on
orbital contributions and the two-orbital delocalization a
steric exchange term are shown whereas in Fig. 9, the co
sponding FC spin density distributions are displayed. Th

e

s,
by

FIG. 6. Contour line diagrams of the FC spin densities needed for
analysis of SSCC1J(C,H) of methane shown in the plane of the three nuc
C, H1, and H2@indicated by crosses, compare with Fig. 4~a!#. The perturbed
nucleus is C~a spin assumed!. The contour lines are chosen in geometr
progression with a factor of 1001/5 between neighboring lines. Solid line
indicate a dominance ofa spin density, dashed contour linesb spin density,
and dotted contour represent the zero contour of the FC spin density.
contour levels 0.1 and 10 are marked by bold contour lines.~a! m@s(CH1)#

dir (r )
~b! m@s(CH1)#

self-X (r ) ~c! m@s(CH1)←s(CH2)#
deloc (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.~d!

m@s(CH1)←s(CH2)#
steric (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.~e! m@s(CH1)↔s(CH2)#

deloc (r ) ~f!
m@s(CH1)↔s(CH2)#

steric (r ).
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FIG. 7. J-OC-PSP decomposition of the SSCC2J(H,H) of methane. Outside the box the results of the SOS-DFPT and CP-DFT calculations needed are
Inside the box, the most important basic contributions to the SSCC are listed. All values in Hz.
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Figures directly reveal that the one-orbital contributions m
be all small because the responding~and/or perturbing!
nucleus is always located close to the nodal surface of b
the zeroth-order LMO@Fig. 4~a!: H2; Fig. 4~b!: H1# and the
first-order orbital@Figs. 8~a!–8~d!: H2# so that there is only
little FC spin density at the responding nucleus in these ca
@Figs. 9~a!–9~d!#.

Why is for the two-orbital interaction term of2FC~H,H)
the delocalization interaction negligible? For both2FC~H,H)
and 1FC~C,H) the orbital path is the same. In the form
case, the magnetic perturbation at H1 leads to
s~CH1!→s* ~CH1! excitation, which in turn causes an exc
tation from s~CH2! into s* ~CH1!, i.e., a delocalization of
s~CH2!. This, however, is less efficient for the FC couplin
mechanism since thes* ~CH1! orbital has a nodal surfac
close to H2, so that the resulting spin density at H2 is cl
to zero.

The magnitude and sign of the two-orbital steric e
change terms~CH1!→s~CH2! can be explained with the
help of Figs. 8~f! and 9~f!. As discussed above this term ca
transport spin information either by delocalization or pol
ization of s~CH2!. Delocalization intos* ~CH1! would pro-
duce a first-order orbital similar to that shown in Fig. 8~e!.
Hence, the deviation from this first-order orbital indicates
influence of polarization, which leads to an increased con
bution ofs~CH2!. The nodal surface, which is close to H2
Fig. 8~e! is shifted to the right in Fig. 8~f! and a more nega
tive steric exchange contribution~210.5 Hz, Fig. 7! results.

The different two-orbital contributions found fo
2FC~H,H) and1FC~C,H) are a result of symmetry connecte
with the different bond paths. In the case of1FC~C,H), the
Downloaded 08 Jan 2005 to 129.16.87.99. Redistribution subject to AIP
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perturbing C nucleus does not change the symmetry of
molecular wave function and accordingly impliesa1 symme-
try of the first-order orbitals~provided no other perturbation
comes in!. An admixture of the 3s Rydberg orbital~sup-
pressed as explained for the echo effect! leads to a sizable
first-order delocalization contribution. In the case
2FC~H,H), the perturbing nucleus lowers the symmetry a
accordingly boths* ~CH1! ~for delocalization! ands* ~CH2!
~for polarization! can participate in the first-order orbitals
Figure 8~f! shows that the delocalization is the dominati
effect as regards the overall deformation of the orbital, ho
ever, the polarization plays an important role with respec
the spin–spin coupling in that it moves away the nodal pla
of the first-order orbital from the responding nucleus.

We can conclude that the geminal proton–proton c
pling in methane is essentially a two-electron exchange
teraction effect transporting spin polarization from H1 to H
All other contributions are small because of the nodal str
ture of the orbitals involved.

IV. CHEMICAL RELEVANCE OF THE
J-OC-PSP ANALYSIS

In this work, we have demonstrated that spin–spin c
pling involves one-electron as well as two-electron effe
where the latter are exchange driven. Among the o
electron effects one has to consider the Ramsey resp
effects~distortion caused by the magnetic perturbation! and
the first order delocalization~‘‘resonance’’! effect. First order
delocalization is responsible for spin-information transpor
finding that was not taken into account sufficiently in pre
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ous investigations. By identifying the basic electronic effe
that carry the FC spin–spin coupling mechanism~for a sum-
mary, see Table I! a number of important conclusions can
drawn:

1! There are some basic differences between the t
orbital electronic effects of zeroth- and first-order orbi
theory where of course in the latter case always the natur
the perturbation has to be considered~here a magnetic per
turbation, which leads to a dominance of exchange effec!.
The zeroth-order and first-order delocalization effects
similar. They involve in the latter case just deformed orbita
however, in both cases an energy gain is produced comb
in the case of the first order orbitals also with a transpor
spin information. The two-orbital interaction effects~steric
repulsion and steric exchange interaction! are different al-
though they both involve deformed orbitals~Fig. 2!. Since,
however, they are dominated by different interacting pot
tials (VJ and VX), the consequences of the two effects a
different: In the first case, an energy loss results by elec
repulsion whereas in the second case orbital repolariza

FIG. 8. Contour line diagrams of the first-order orbitals needed for
analysis of the SSCC1J(C,H) of methane shown in the plane of the thr
nuclei C, H1, and H2@indicated by crosses, compare with Fig. 4~a!#. The
perturbed nucleus is H1~a spin assumed!. The contour lines are chosen i
geometric progression with a factor of 1001/5 between neighboring lines
Solid lines indicate positive amplitudes, dashed lines negative amplitu
dotted lines the zero contour. The contour levels 0.1 and 10 are marke
bold contour lines.~a! w@s(CH1)#

dir (r ) ~b! w@s(CH1)#
self-X (r ) ~c! w@s(CH2)#

dir (r ), scaled
by a factor of 10. ~d! w@s(CH2)#

self-X (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.~e!
w@s(CH2)←s(CH1)#

deloc (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.~f! w@s(CH2)←s(CH1)#
steric (r ),

scaled by a factor of 10.
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and delocalization guarantees an energy gain needed
transport of spin information.

2! Each electronic term identified in connection with th
spin–spin coupling mechanism relates to other molecu
properties such as symmetry, electronegativity of the con
tuting atoms, bond polarizability, the energy and nodal pr
erties of low-lying excited orbitals, etc. Analysis of the va
ous effects provides in this way a detailed insight into t
electronic structure. a! Direct Ramsey response and self e
change are related to the electronegativity of the coup
nuclei and the bond pair polarizability. For example, a lar
electronegativity leads to a tight bond orbital and a lar
self-exchange effect. A large bond polarizability implies
larger direct Ramsey response. First order delocaliza
tests for low-lying unoccupied orbitals as does also the st
exchange effect. In the case of echo and external first-o
delocalization, we have derived in this work simple formul
to qualitatively estimate the magnitude of these effects~see
Table I!.

3! Symmetry considerations are useful to determine

e

s,
by

FIG. 9. Contour line diagrams of the FC spin densities needed for
analysis of the SSCC1J(C,H) of methane shown in the plane of the thre
nuclei C, H1, and H2@indicated by crosses, compare with Fig. 4~a!#. The
perturbed nucleus is H1~a spin assumed!. The contour lines are chosen i
geometric progression with a factor of 1001/5 between neighboring lines
Solid lines indicate a dominance ofa spin density, dashed contour linesb
spin density, and dotted contour represent the zero contour of the FC
density. The contour levels 0.1 and 10 are marked by bold contour lines~a!
m@s(CH1)#

dir (r ) ~b! m@s(CH1)#
self-X (r ) ~c! m@s(CH2)#

dir (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.~d!
m@s(CH2)#

self-X (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.~e! m@s(CH2)←s(CH1)#
deloc (r ), scaled by a

factor of 10.~f! m@s(CH2)←s(CH1)#
steric (r ), scaled by a factor of 10.
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TABLE I. Basic electronic effects acting in the NMR spin–spin coupling mechanism.a

Term SSCCnJ Orbitals: space-LMOs Electrons Calculation Method Chang

Ramsey response 1, 2,n one activel one direct SOS 2V/De
Self-exchange 1, 2,n one activel two self-consist. CP—SOS
First order delocalization 1, 2,n two one direct SOS

spin transport 2,n activel 1activek one direct SOS
3, n activel ,k1passivem one direct SOS

echo 1, 2,n activel 1passivek one direct SOS 2Vt/De
external orbital 1, 2,n activel 1activek one direct SOS 2Vt2/De

Steric exchange interaction 1, 2,n two two self-consist. CP—SOS
spin transport 2,n activel 1activek two self-consist. CP—SOS

3, n activel ,k1passivem two self-consist. CP—SOS
echo 1, 2,n activel 1passivek two self-consist. CP—SOS
external orbital 1, 2,n activel 1activek two self-consist. CP—SOS

aThe interaction elementt5t/De is smaller than zero.
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selection rules for the various terms. This has been dem
strated by placing the perturbing nucleus into the symme
center and excluding in this way all virtual orbitals in th
discussion of the direct terms that are not totally symmet
In the case of the size-consistent terms, the spin densit
the perturbing orbital helps to predict the magnitude of
electron interaction terms.

Using the analysis worked out, the SSCCs of meth
can be easily decomposed and analyzed:

4! The FC spin–spin coupling mechanism of a on
bond SSCC is basically different from that for a two-bo
SSCC. In the first case the one-orbital Ramsey contribu
amplified by the self-exchange term dominates where ex
nal orbital contributions, especially first-order delocalizatio
diminish the one-orbital contributions by 20%–30%. In t
second case the two-orbital steric exchange term is res
sible for coupling; Ramsey and first-order delocalizati
contribution do not play any significant role.

The insight into the spin–spin coupling mechanism
methane gained by the J-OC-PSP analysis, makes it possib
to predict changes in the SSCC caused by geomet
changes and substituent effects.

5! Predicted influences for one-bond SSCC1J(C,H) in
hydrocarbons: All influences should concern primarily t
bond LMO effect, however, changes in the external orb
effects must not be overlooked because of their n
negligible magnitude.

5a! The atomic numbers of the coupling nuclei are d
cisive for the magnitude of the bond-orbital FC terms, ho
ever, they will always be positive. With increasing electron
gativity of the nuclei the self-exchange term will increa
whereas high atomic numbers and small electronegati
differences lead to increased polarizabilities and larger R
sey response terms.

5b! Electronegative substituents will have a similar e
fect on the self-exchange terms than an increase in the b
polarity caused by a given electronegativity difference, i
the 1J(C,H) becomes larger. This is experimenta
confirmed.38 However, electronegative substituents will al
shift the nodal surface between C and H1 toward the
nucleus thus leading to more negative external orbital c
tributions.A priori, it is not clear whether the bond orbita
and external orbital contributions change in the same ratio
n 2005 to 129.16.87.99. Redistribution subject to AIP
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that the SSCC just depends on the electronegativity of
substituent. SSCC measurements for substituted meth
suggest that this is the case.38

5c! Electron lone pairs can be considered as special s
stituents. They should lead to a especially strong nega
external orbital effect similar to that of an electropositi
substituent. The SSCC1J(X,H) should decrease strongly
This was confirmed for SSCC1J(X,H) of XHn molecules.14

With increasing number of lone pairs SSCC1J(X,H) be-
comes negative.

6! Predicted influences for geminal SSCC2J(H,H) in
hydrocarbons: Influences can be particularly easily predic
because one can concentrate largely on the steric exch
effect @Fig. 8~f!#.

6a! By widening the HCH angle, the responding nucle
moves toward the nodal surface on the right side of the fi
order orbital@compare with Fig. 8~f!#, passes it, then enter
the region with a positive amplitude of the first-order orbi
and continues in the direction of an increasing positive a
plitude. This means that angle widening changes the SS
from 212.4 to 0 and then to positive values. Exactly, this
found in the series methane~212.4!, bicyclo@2.1.1#hexane,
bicyclobutane unit~25.4!, cyclopropane~24.3!, ethene~2.5
Hz!.39

6b! Electronegative substituents increase the repolar
tion included in the steric exchange effect. In this way, t
nodal surface on the right of H2@Fig. 8~f!# moves away from
the responding nucleus. The2J(H,H) value keeps its nega
tive sign but becomes larger in magnitude. The reverse ef
can be expected for electropositive substituents. These
stituents effects have also been observed for SSC
2J(H,H).39

6c! A similar effect as that for electronegative substit
ents can be expected if the HCH group can interact w
unsaturated group~p-bond! via hyperconjugation. The SSCC
2J(H,H) becomes more positive.39

The results of this work lead also to two important ge
eral conclusions.~i! It is a typical approach to correlate me
sured one-bond or two-bond SSCCs with the electronega
ity of substituents, delocalization parameters or geometr
quantities. The analysis carried out in this work reveals t
in the case of one-bond SSCCs the success of such an
proach is questionable since different environmental effe
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~geometry, substituents! can lead to different changes in th
coupling mechanism that are not necessarily proportiona
a single quantity such as a bond angle or an electronegat
parameter. For example, a substituent can increase the
orbital bond contribution, however, increase also sign
cantly the magnitude of the~negative! external orbital effect
so that the total effect is small despite a large electronega
ity of the substituent. Hence, useful correlation with enviro
mental parameters can only be obtained if the SSCC
decomposed in a J-OC-PSP analysis and individual contr
butions are used for the relationship with other quantities

~ii ! In the literature, there have been various attempt
relate one-bond SSCC to bond properties.41 The present
work reveals that this an ill-based attempt because of
influence of the external orbital effects. If one wants to c
relate SSCCs with other bond properties one has to cons
first, whether the properties under consideration are stron
or less strongly environment dependent. For example,
bond length is less sensitive with regard to the environm
whereas the SSCC is very sensitive. Accordingly, these
properties do not correlate unless one freezes largely the
vironment @correlation of 1J(C,C) values in benzenoid
aromatics42# or one excludes all environmental effects via t
J-OC-PSP analysis and use only the one-orbital Ramsey
tortions for the correlation. Work is in progress to test th
hypothesis.
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